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ABSTRACT: Magnetic separation, one of the promising
bioseparation technologies, faces the challenges in recovery and
reuse of magnetic agents during algal harvesting for biofuel
extraction. This study synthesized a steric acid (SA)-coated
Fe3O4−ZnO nanocomposite that could shift hydrophobicity under
UV365 irradiation. Our results showed that with the transition of
surface hydrophobicity under UV365 irradiation, magnetic nano-
composites detached from the concentrated algal biomass. The
detachment was partially induced by the oxidation of SA coating
layers due to the generation of radicals (e.g., •OH) by ZnO under
UV365 illumination. Consequently, the nanocomposite surface
shifted from hydrophobic to hydrophilic, which significantly
reduced the adhesion between magnetic particles and algae as
predicted by the extended Derjaguin and Landau, Verwey, and Overbeek (EDLVO) theory. Such unique hydrophobicity shift
may also find many other potential applications that require recovery, recycle, and reuse of valuable nanomaterials to increase
sustainability and economically viability.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Engineered magnetic nanomaterials or nanoparticles (NPs) are
widely used in bioseparation, such as identification and
separation of pathogenic cells, viruses, and proteins in water
treatment and biomedical applications. More recently, magnetic
separation of algal biomass for biofuel processing has gained
much attention. Compared to traditional chemical coagulation
and flocculation, magnephoretic separation using magnetic
particles or nanoparticles (MNPs) seems more promising,
because of low dose demand, high separation efficiency and
potential to recover and reuse the magnetic agents.1−6 Of the
numerous critical challenges in magnetophoretic algal separa-
tion that must be overcome, recovery and reuse of MNPs are
two major issues for securing the sustainability of this
technology and reducing cost and potential contamination to
algal biomass. For instance, the cost of MNPs and polymer
binders could contribute approximately 33% to the total cost of
magnetophoretic algal separation.2 Nevertheless, there has been
little research that investigated the separation and collection of
magnetic NPs from the concentrated algal slurry.
Detachment of MNPs from algae may occur when MNPs or

algal cells shift in either surface charge or surface wetting
properties, leading to repulsion between them at the interface.
Thus, the recovery of MNPs from algae in previous studies was
achieved by heating or adding acid or base into the mixture to

dissolve MNPs or detach MNPs from algae.7−9 For example,
MNPs were dissolved by HCl and algae (Chlorella ellipsoidea)
were separated by microfiltration with filtrate reused for Fe3O4
synthesis.9 Prochazkova et al. reported that detachment of iron
oxide NPs from algae (Chara vulgaris) in 10 mM KCl at pH 12
with detachment efficiencies from 10 to 90%.8 Also, the algae-
iron oxide NPs aggregates could be dissolved with 10 vol %
H2SO4 by heating (40 °C) with/without ultrasonication to
purify the harvested algal cells.10 Clearly, as hazardous
chemicals, the use of acids or base to adjust solution pH may
not be environmentally sustainable or economically feasible.
Likewise, heating is not practical for large-scale algal
production.9 By contrast, our previous studies have attempted
to mechanically separate MNPs through a chemical-free
method with ultrasonication.6,11 Briefly, the MNPs-algae slurry
was sonicated in the ice bath. The detached MNPs were further
separated from algal biomass by a magnet. The slurry
containing the majority of algae and a small fraction of
MNPs was decanted after magnetic separation. Because of the
strong binding, the detachment and separation efficiencies of
MNPs from algae through mechanical agitation are still limited.
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As mentioned above, another potential pathway to detach
MNPs from algae is to tune surface wetting properties
(hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity) of MNPs or algae. Typically,
we engineer MNPs (not algae) via surface coating or
functionalization to achieve desirable surface characteristics.
Common surface coatings on MNPs include positively or
negatively charged polyelectrolytes12,13 and hydrophobic or
hydrophilic polymers.2,14,15 Recently, surface hydrophobicity of
some nanomaterials (e.g., ZnO) was found to shift under UV
illumination or temperature changes.16−18 For example, ZnO
nanorods coated with fluoroalkyl and alkyl silanes were
demonstrated to reversibly transit wetting properties under
UV irradiation (248−365 nm).19 Superparamagnetic iron oxide
microspheres with amine coating and dendrimer and silver
mesodendritic structure coated zinc substrate were both
reported to have reversible switch of surface wettability.20,21

To the best of our knowledge, no studies have applied this
feature of (reversible) transition of surface hydrophobicity to
separate magnetic agents from algal cells, which may lead to
intriguing algal harvesting and MNP recovery processes.
In this study, MNPs were built by depositing the

superparamagnetic magnetic (Fe3O4) NPs onto ZnO, which
wa s f u r t h e r d e co r a t e d w i t h s t e r i c a c i d ( SA ,
CH3(CH2)16COOH). The expected benefits are that the
coatings of ZnO and SA may prevent aggregation and oxidation
of the magnetic NPs. Further, ZnO with bandgap of around
3.37 eV could catalyze the generation of radicals (e.g., OH•)
under UV illuminaton.22−26 The radicals should oxidize the SA
molecules on the surface of MNPs and alter hydrophobicity as
well as the interactions between MNPs and algae. The shift in
surface hydrophobicity under UV illumination may promote
the recovery of MNPs from algal slurry. To prove this above
hypothesis, we carried out a series of experiment as detailed in
the Supporting Information (SI). The aim of this research is to
present a prototype model for simultaneous algal harvesting
and recovery of magnetic agents.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cultivation and Preparation of Algal Suspension. Our algal

cells (Scenedesmus dimorphus) was cultivated in the modified Bold’s
basal medium (MBBM) with details reported in our previous
works.1,6,11 The initial inoculated algal concentration was approx-
imately 0.2 g·L−1 as characterized by the dry cell weight (DCW). The
final steady-state algal concentration after 14-day incubation was
around 1.8 g·L−1.
Preparation of magnetic magnetite or Fe3O4 NPs synthesis. We

followed the same synthesis protocol that was reported previously.4

The obtained magnetite powder at 20 g-NPs L−1 was dispersed in 5 M
steric acid solution dissolved in ethanol, followed by sonication for 30
min for good dispersion. The steric-acid molecules (Fisher Scientific,
USA) were allowed to chemisorb on the NPs surface for 24 h. Then,
the precipitate was collected using magnet and washed three times
with deionized (DI) water and ethanol to remove excessive lactic
groups adsorbed on MNPs. Then, the resultant material was oven-
dried at 60 °C for 24 h.
Surface Modification of Fe3O4−ZnO Nanocomposites with

Steric Acid. In this step, 0.7 g of SA-modified magnetite NPs were
ultrasonically dispersed in DI for 15 min. Then, 0.5 g of ZnO NPs
(approximately 50 nm in diameter) purchased by Sigma-Aldrich was
added and kept under ultrasonic irradiation for 15 min. After this step,
under continuous magnetic stirring for 2 h, SA-modified magnetite
NPs adsorbed onto ZnO. Then, the samples were oven-dried at 50 °C
for 24 h to be prepared for characterization.
Algal harvesting and detaching experiments. After 14-day

cultivation, the algal suspension in the culture medium was directly
used in the magnetophoretic separation experiments. The SA-coated

Fe3O4−ZnO nanocomposite was directly applied at a loading rate of
0.3 g-MNPs·g-algae−1 to the algal suspension in a 25-mL glass
specimen bottle with the initial algal concentration of 0.8 g L−1. After
rigorous mixing for 2 min,9 a NdFeB permanent magnet (K&J
Magnetics, Inc.) was placed under the bottle for 3 min to separate the
MNPs-algae aggregates. The maximum surface magnetic field was
0.175 T as measured by a magnetometer (PS-2112, PASCO). The
optical density of the algal suspension at 680 nm (OD680) was
measured to quantify the concentrations of algae. To recover the
nanocomposite from algal biomass, first we discarded half (10 mL) of
the suspension (the clear supernatant). The remaining concentrated
algae-NPs aggregates on the bottom were evenly transferred into four
96 mm Petri dishes to act as different test groups (i.e., the control, only
mixing, UV and mixing, and only UV). Then, two Petri dishes were
exposed to the 365 nm UV irradiation of 3.2 mW cm−2, while the
other two were placed in room light without UV irradiation. To
evaluate the migration of algae from the aggregated clusters into the
bulk suspension, the OD680 of supernatant was measured. The mass
fractions of the resuspended algae cells out of the total algal biomass at
different sampling times were determined.

UV-stimulated Conversion of Wettability. SA−Fe3O4−ZnO
nanocomposites were placed under a 6-W mercury lamp, which emits
UV light in the wavelength 356 nm. Fe3O4−ZnO nanocomposites was
directly illuminated at the light intensity of 2.6 mW cm−2 in air at
room temperature. Relative humidity was kept in all experiments at
40%. The water contact angle (CA) of the samples were measured as a
function of the UV illumination time.

Characterization of SA-Coated Fe3O4−ZnO Nanocomposites
and Algae. To measure the algal concentrations in the supernatant,
liquid samples were taken for the optical absorbance measurement at
680 nm by a Thermo Scientific Evolution 201PC UV−vis
spectrophotometer. The NPs concentration were represented by the
total iron (Fe) concentration determined by an Agilent 7500i
Benchtop Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometer System
(ICP-MS). The morphology and sizes of the MNPs and algae cells
were determined by a JEOL JSM-7100FA scanning electron
microscope (SEM). Hydrodynamic size distribution (PSD) and zeta
potential were measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS) on a
Zetasizer nano ZS instrument (Malvern Instruments, UK). X-ray
Diffraction (XRD) was recorded for the crystallography using a Philips
PW3040 X-ray Diffractometer. Surface compositions were assessed by
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) and Raman Spectrometers. FTIR
was performed on a Nicolet ThermoElectron FTIR spectrometer
combined with a MIRacle attenuated total reflectance (ATR) platform
assembly and a Ge plate, while Raman was carried out with a Thermo
Scientific DXR Raman microscope using an argon ion laser excitation
(λ = 514.5 nm) at powers of 2−10 mW.

Statistical Analysis. All algal harvesting and magnetic nano-
composite recovery experiments were carried out at room temperature
of 25 ± 3 °C with triplicate sampling and testing. The presented
results are mean values ± standard deviation from three independent
experiments.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characterization. Briefly, surface element compositions
and morphology of SA-coated Fe3O4−ZnO nanocomposite
itself and the nanocomposite adsorbed on algae are shown in
Figure 1. Figure 1a indicates the nanocomposite had elements,
such as iron, zinc, as well as carbon and oxygen, which likely
originated from the SA molecules. The inset of Figure 1b shows
the SEM image of aggregated clusters of algae and the
nanocomposite clusters. The EDS spectrum of this mixture in
Figure 1b indicates the presence of some new elements such as
Mg, Na, P, and S, which probably resulted from algal surface
function groups (e.g., sulfhydryl groups) or the residuals of the
algal medium. The XRD patterns of Fe3O4, ZnO, and SA-
coated Fe3O4−ZnO nanocomposite are shown in Figure 2,
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which well matched the standard patterns of ZnO (JCPDF 00-
036-1451) and Fe3O4 (JCPDF 01-075-0033).

The FTIR and Raman spectra shown in Figure 3 are used to
confirm the presence of SA and ZnO on Fe3O4 NPs. Bare or
naked Fe3O4 NPs had a strong peak at around 600−700 cm−1,
which is attributed to the Fe−O stretching mode of the
tetrahedral and octahedral sites.27 The peaks at around 1500
cm−1 could be attributed to the stretching or bending vibrations
of O−H. With the SA coating, the changes of FTIR spectra was
not evident, although the CO stretching vibration band at
1702 cm−1 is expected due to the presence of the carboxylic
acid groups in stearic acid. After decoration of ZnO, a sharp

peak appeared at around 1420, 1470, and 1540 cm−1, which are
due to stretching vibration of O−H, bending modes of C−H,
and stretching modes of COO−.28 The intensity of the peaks at
2838 and 2919 cm−1 also increased significantly. The Raman
spectra for naked Fe3O4 NPs and SA-coated Fe3O4 NPs are
almost identical, with apparent peaks at around 200 and 306
cm−1, which are assigned to the typical T2g modes of
magnetite.29 In the presence of ZnO, the above two peaks
remained but had minor shifts. New peaks at around 404, 493,
and 606 cm−1 appeared, which is probably due to the E2 and
A1(LO) mode of ZnO crystallite.30

Detachment of SA-Coated Fe3O4−ZnO Nanocompo-
site from Concentrated Algae under UV Irradiation. The
detachment of SA-coated Fe3O4−ZnO nanocomposite from
concentrated algal biomass is demonstrated in Figure 4, which
compares the mass fractions of algae resuspended into the
supernatant suspension over time under the influences of UV365
irradiation, magnetic field and mechanical stirring or mixing
that was used to well suspend magnetic nanocomposite
particles to increase their UV exposure. Clearly, algae gradually
migrated into the bulk suspension as indicated by the increase
of optical density at 680 nm (OD680) and the mass fraction in
Figure 4a under mixing (no UV) and UV irradiation and
mixing. However, with only UV irradiation or no UV and no
mixing, algae did not detach but tightly attracted to the bottom
of the container by the magnetic force as illustrated in Figure
4b. The total depth of the concentrated algal suspension in the
Petri dish was maintained at a shallow depth (about 2 cm) as
shown in Figure 4b to permit the effective penetration and
exposure of UV irradiation on magnetic nanocomposite. UV365
irradiation undoubtedly played a promoting role in the
uncoupling of algae and magnetic nanocomposites, which is
further analyzed in the following.

Surface Hydrophobicity Changes of SA-Coated
Fe3O4−ZnO Nanocomposite under UV Irradiation. The
effect of UV irradiation on the algal detachment from the
aggregate clusters of algae and SA-coated Fe3O4−ZnO
nanocomposite was plausibly attributed to the UV-induced
surface hydrophobicity changes.31 Figure 5a shows the water
CA changes of SA-coated Fe3O4 NPs and SA-coated Fe3O4−
ZnO nanocomposite as a function of UV365 illumination time.
Apparently, the CA of SA-coated Fe3O4 NPs remained quite
stable, indicating that there was no or negligible oxidation of
SA. Conversely, the CA of SA-coated Fe3O4−ZnO nano-
composite gradually decreased from 125.6 ± 10.0 at 0 min to
70.2 ± 3.8 at 240 min, because the hydrophobic surface coating
of SA on Fe3O4−ZnO nanocomposite was oxidized (e.g.,

Figure 1. EDS spectra for (a) SA-coated Fe3O4−ZnO nanocomposite
adsorbed on algae and (b) the magnetic nanocomposite only. Insets of
panels a and b are SEM images of magnetic nanocomposite particles
and the mixture with algae.

Figure 2. XRD patterns for ZnO, Fe3O4, and Fe3O4−ZnO
nanocomposite.

Figure 3. (a) FTIR specta and (b) Raman spectra of naked Fe3O4, SA-
coated Fe3O4 NPs, and SA-coated Fe3O4−ZnO nanocomposite.
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hydrophobic alkyl to into hydrophilic groups such as
carboxylate under the UV illumination).31 Although some
previous studies such as Ye et al.32 and Cox et al.33 reported
that the organic coating (e.g., alkylsiloxane) could be slowly
decomposed by direct UV exposure and radicals, our study
demonstrated that the destructing effect of UV irradiation on
the SA coating was not evident as revealed by results with the
SA-coated Fe3O4 NPs. The photodecomposition of SA was
likely due to the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS)
by the nanocomposite, especially by the ZnO core.31 As shown
in Figure 5b, ZnO, as a common semiconductor, may act as an
effective catalyst on the surface of Fe3O4 and efficiently produce
ROS under UV irradiation, which has been reported in our
previous work.25,34,35 As a strong and nonselective oxidant,
•OH among all the produced ROS, may particularly play the
important role in the oxidization of the long chain SA into small
fragments, which led to the shift from hydrophobicity to
hydrophilicity on the surface of magnetic nanocomposite. In
turn, the surface interaction energy between algae and magnetic
nanocomposite would inevitably be altered (Figure 6), which
could significantly affect the surface attachment or detachment
of nanocomposite onto algae. Figure 6 compares the changes in
interaction energies computed by the EDLVO theory with

relevant equations shown in Supporting Information. Smaller
contact angles (CA) resulted in more positive interaction

Figure 4. (a) Percentage of resuspended algae cells with different treatment methods. (b) Illustration of separation of algae or MNPs from
aggregated clusters. Some error bars are too small to be visible.

Figure 5. (a) Changes of water contact angles of SA-coated Fe3O4 and SA-coated Fe3O4−ZnO nanocomposites as a function of UV365 irradiation
time. (b) Schematic of SA-coated Fe3O4−ZnO nanocomposite and oxidation of SA by ROS (e.g., OH• and O2

•−) formed on ZnO.

Figure 6. Total interaction energy as a function of the separation
distance between algae and magnetic nanocomposite of different CAs.
Inset shows the changes of the acid−base free energy with CA.
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energies, which means adhesion between algae and magnetic
nanocomposite was reduced, thereby allowing algae to be
released from the aggregated clusters on the bottom (see Figure
4b). The changes of surface interaction energy was primarily
caused by the changes in the acid−base energy as shown in the
inset of Figure 3, which is related to the surface hydrophobicity
or CA according to eqs S3 and S4 in Supporting Information.

■ CONCLUSION

This work provides new insight that magnetic bioseparation
techniques may become more sustainable with recovering and
reusing magnetic agents, which are physically difficult to
achieve at the present. A significant advantage of this recovery
method over other reported approaches (e.g., acid/base
addition to release or dissolve magnetic particles) is that this
method avoids the use of hazardous chemicals and separates
magnetic agents from algae “at the flick of a switch”, simply
with noninvasive UV irradiation. Importantly, this method
better conserves the structures of magnetic NPs for reuse. Of
course, there is still much work to improve, as magnetic
particles may have to be coated by SA again, which has been
oxidized to some extent. The future work may embrace two
directions: (1) explore other organic polymer coating that can
stabilize magnetic NPs and switch hydrophobicity reversibly
under UV or other stimuli (e.g., electrical potential, heat, pH or
selected solvents, and mechanical forces);36 and (2) investigate
the coating-free magnetic NPs that could demonstrate
reversible hydrophobicity shift under UV. For instance, many
nanomaterials, such as ZnO,16 carbon nanotube,37 and
graphene,38 have been shown to exhibit reversible magnetic
NPs in air phase. However, in liquid phase, it is unknown if the
switchable wettability of these materials could be retained,
which is worth studying. Unraveling the mechanisms of surface
interactions between algal cells and magnetic NPs is not only
critical for improving algal harvesting processes using magneto-
phoresis, but also fundamentally important for physically
enabling the recovery and reuse of magnetic NPs. The scientific
insights and knowledge obtained in this study may not only
promote the development of novel viable algal or biological
separation processes but also other transformative applications
in multifunctionalities including self-cleaning, antifouling
surfaces, and stain resistant textiles. Particularly for membrane
fabrication, functionalizing nanomaterials with switchable
hydrophobicity properties on membrane surfaces may help
reduce or resist fouling processes in wastewater/water treat-
ment.
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